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About This Game

Hey kids! Do you like failure? Are you suspicious of success? Do you smile at the thought of "accidental" electrocution? Then
boy have we got the game for you!

Introducing Cute Things Dying Violently, a game where nothing bad happens. CTDV is all about hapless Critters, and the
Critters need your help! Launch them around to get them safely out of each level. Dodge all sorts of lethal goodies like spikes,

buzzsaws, and fire, and use a variety of wacky items to pull it off. And if a few dozen (or hundred) of them get turned into
charred, smoking husks in your attempt to save them... something something omelettes and broken eggs. Broken, bloody eggs.

Featuring:

48 mind-bending, reflex-testing singleplayer levels

New Levels of the Week

24 Achievements

Built-in Level Editor

Steam Workshop integration for sharing user-created levels and custom Critter designs
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Free Android copy of the game included

A murderous, bucket-headed robot
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Cute game :-). Flick cute little critters around the place. Sacrifice them to make way for others. Or just inevitably misplace your
throw and horribly murder some of them.
Critters swear at you under their breath with their high-pitched voices.
Contains many vulgar but funny jokes.

But seriously, this is a great puzzle\/physics\/action game that feels a lot like Lemmings. No, it's not mindless murder, the goal is
actually to save as many critters as you can, with careful planning and agile execution - by moving and throwing them with
interesting interactions with the environment and the gadgets that it contains.

\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2606\u2606\u2606. This is such a great and addictive game! Some levels are
simple at the beginning and they do get pretty challenging towards the end.
The controls reminds me a bit of Angry Birds, but the game has much more elements to it and it's very original.
Those Critters remind me of myself sometimes (because of the way they talk), which is really funny :3
The fact that this game is on iOS and Android is a bonus, so that i can take the game with me everywhere i go :P
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=rgkcv1bpsXE. AN interesting combo of angry birds and lemmings. Gameplay is ok but
kindof mobile focused. Lacks the charm of other puzzle games and got bored pretty quickly.. Great title, especially for its price.

10\/10 : Would murder cute things again.. Fun, funny, and super addictive. It is like a darker, funnier version of angry birds. I
highly recommend this game.. A fun little time burner combines Angry Birds, Cut the rope kinda mechanics with added cure
things getting torn apart ;p

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=pf6FvzNVHQc&index=5&list=PLxES2YRx3MrS5GS3rmZcbOpY5wXyYgbvq
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The game is a pleasure to play. Easy to play with a good difficulty level. Just an all around well put together puzzle\/action game.
I dig it!

https:\/\/youtu.be\/IfqUg984T0Q. I brought this game today and i went to setting and pressed full screen and my screen went
black. Now everytime i try to open the game it is black. Hint: Never press Full Screen. It's so stupid, it's brilliant - beware
changing screen resoultion though... help is available in the community guides if changing resolution to full scrren goes wrong,
so don't give up - I didn't & I'm glad I didn't.. Clever little game. Nice, low cost purchase. I think with some more development,
this could be a classic.. Silly Lemmings-style "reach the exit" puzzle game. Gets pretty challenging in later stages. Nothing to
write home about for three bucks, worth it.. This game is amazing. There isn't a lot here, but what is here is probably the most
magestic puzzle game ever. The "About This Game" section really hits the nail on the head. If you want to know exactly what
this game is, read that.

On the other hand, if you want to SEE what this game is, you can check out this Youtube video:

https:\/\/youtu.be\/ZJNnwKWOaec. The things die.
They are sort of cute.
Would prefer if the point of the game was to kill them rather than save them. :P

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=fSvfSmYWwds
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